
Friends of Callington Road Local Nature Reserve Meeting
Weds 13th June 2018, Tesco Brislington

Attendees: Ruth Galpine, Kristan Johnstone (KJ), Denis Stuckey, Angela Stuckey, Doug Bradshaw, 
Mavis Stone, Pete Stone, Jo Lewis
Apologies: Philip Earis

Welcome to Jo who joined us at her first meeting this week. It’s great to have you on-board Jo!

Minutes & Actions

- KJ went through the minutes and actions from the last meeting. Updates and actions are 
captured in the following subject sections.

GDPR Update

- Ruth has emailed the list twice to get consent. We have had 19 say Yes which is great, a 
small number of No, and a few no-response which will be treated as No from now on. Please
use the most recent email list if sending a group email.

- Ruth Gilliam has asked to be added but due to her computer having issues, would also like 
paper copies of all notices. Also suggested notices of meetings to go in the notice boards 
within the Reserve, which Ruth and KJ will action.

- Ruth to add Jo Lewis to the email list

Bristol Parks Forum Updates

- National Citizen Service – teams of 15 people aged 15-17 to contribute to a project for two 
weeks over summer. Decided against applying for this as we don’t have a suitable project 
requirement.

- BPF Donations – BPF are suggesting a voluntary donation of £10 a year per member group. 
Denis put £5 in at the last meeting. £5 more to be given at next meeting we attend. Friends 
all happy to put a couple of pounds in each.

- Parks Funding Consultation – we are still waiting for the outcome of this. There has been a 
vote against billboard advertising within parks but BCC haven’t ruled out smaller adverts.

- Nesta bid – Rethinking Parks – announcement in July of which projects will be funded.
- Next two meeting dates are 30th June and 20th October. Denis and Angela can attend the 

October one but so far nobody available for 30th June meeting. If anyone can, that would be 
great.

Maintenance

- RG to chase Becky again re the plug plants that we have paid for but not seen yet.
- The Callington Road fence will need pruning in autumn.
- Signs and fencing will need maintenance at some point. Somebody kindly fixed the broken 

post on the pond jetty. Thank you!
- We could ideally do with two bramble bashes per year – one pre Xmas and one in Jan / Feb, 

as such a large area to clear.



- We discussed the need for Dogs on Leads signs and possible wording to include. RG & KJ to 
make some, laminate and tack to fence posts on entry to the Upper Slopes. 

- Sign about toxic algae and danger to dogs needs replacing by the pond. KJ has the previous 
one’s wording and will replicate.

- Denis has screwdriver that will fit the screws on the information boards but not needed just 
yet as two of the perspex sheets have just been replaced.

Events

- Pete and Mavis went to the Wellbeing Fayre at the Hospital. It was very good, had a falconry
display. Pete to find out if they can come to the Family Day.

- Struggling to find external help for the Family Day (Sunday 29th July) to provide an activity / 
reason for people to attend. So far have tried the following with no luck: BNHC, Bristol 
Naturalists, RSPB, AWT, BCC, Urban Buzz.

- Jo is to see if UWE conservation students could help. Also to invite Sea Cadets to partake at 
future events such as Bramble Bash and Litter Pick.

- Ruth is to contact Mark Steer at UWE as well. 
- Ruth & KJ to get in touch with Mary Wood (former AWT, botanist, and very pro the Reserve)
- Doug is to share the Festival of Nature participants list of organisations. Update – the 

website doesn’t list the participants sadly.

Volunteer Support

- Goodgym are a good option for the Bramble Bash and Litter Pick. Also, Can Do Bristol for 
advertising events. Ruth & KJ to contact them once we have set dates for these events.

- Urban Buzz are offering wildflower meadow planting. This could be good for the Upper 
Slopes loop (before the fir trees). Ruth to find out more.

Bristol City Council Local Plan

- Denis has ensured that the necessary corrections have been made. The updated information
is expected to be released later this year so we can check it has been updated correctly.

Interesting Sightings on the Reserve

- Foxes, jackdaws, woodpecker, jays, tits, robins, starlings, finches, sparrows

Next Meeting

- The next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday 19th September. See you all then!

AOB

- Pete to give Ruth the Scout leader’s phone number again.


